Sommese showed that a large part of the geometry of a smooth subvariety of a complex abelian variety depends on "how ample" its normal bündle is (see § l for more details). Unfortunately, the only known way of measuring this ampleness uses rather strong properties of the ambiant abelian variety.
l. Geometrically non-degenerate subvarieties
Reeall ( [Sl] ) that a line b ndle L on an irreducible projective variety F is fc-ample if, for some m > 0, the line bundle L m is generated by its global sections and the fibers of the associated map 4> Lm ;V~+ P N are all of dimension ?>k. A vector b ndle £ on F is >ample if the line bundle 0^^(\) is fc-ample. Ordinary ampleness coincides with Q-ampleness.
Let X be an abelian variety and let F be an irreducible variety with a morphism f:V-+X. Let F° be the open set of smooth points of F at which / is imramified. Define the normal bundle to / s the vector bundle on F° quotient of f*(TX\ v * by TF°.
For any χ € X, let τ χ be the translation by x. For any v 6 F, the differential of the map T^/ (t>) /at v is a linear map T v F-» T X 9 which we will simply denote by/^. Proposition 1.1. Under the above assumptions, let S be a complete irreducible subvariety of F°. Thefollowing properties are equivalent:
(i) the restriction to S of the normal bundle tofis k-ample;
(ii) for any hyperplane H in T X, the set {s€S\f^(T s V)aH} has dimension <£ k.
Proof. Let N be the restriction to S of the normal bundle to / and let be the canonical injection. The morphism Φ : PN* -1 -> p/*(r*jr) |s ΡΓ Ο *;ΤΧ s -^u pr 0 *jr satisfies It follows that N is fc-ample if and only if the fibers of φ have dimension <j k ([S 1], prop. 1.7), The proposition follows, since the restriction of the projection P N* -* S to any ber of φ is injective, o When X is simple, the normal bundle to any smooth subvariety of X is ample ( [H] ). More geoerally» the normal bundle to any smooth subvariety of X is >ample, where k is the maximum dimension of a proper abelian subvariety of X ( [Sl], prop. 1.20) . Following Ran, we will say that a rf-dimensional irreducible subvariety F of X is geometrically non^degenerate if the kernel of the restriction Η°(Χ 9 Ωχ) -» #°(^c g , £ reg ) contains no non-zero decomposable forms. This property holds if and only if for any abelian variety Υ quotient of X, the image of F in F either is Υ or has same dimension s ], lemmaIL12).
Examples.
(1) A dhdsor is geometrically ίιοη-degenerate if and only if it is ample; a curve is geometrically non-degenerate if and only if it generates X. Any geometrically non-degenerate subvariety of positive dimenrion getttrates X, but the converse is false in general. However, any irreducible subvariety of a simple abelian variety is geometrically non-degenerate.
(2) If / is a polarization on X and F is an irreducible subvariety of X with class a rational multiple of (\ it follows from [Rl] , cor. II. 2 and II. 3 that F is non-degenerate in the sense of [Rl] , II, hence geometrically non-degenerate. In particular, the subvarieties W d (C) of the Jacobian of a curve C are geometrically non-degenerate; it can be checked that their normal b ndle is ample when they are smooth (use prop. 1.1).
We generalize this notion s follows. Let A: be a non-negative integer. Definition 1.2. An irreducibe subvariety Fof an abelian variety X is fc-geometrically non-degenerate if and only if for any abelian variety F quotient of X, the image of F in Υ either is Υ or has dimension ;> dim(F) -k. Proposition 1.3. In an abelian variety, any smooth irreducible subvariety with k-ample normal b ndle is k-geometrically non-degenerate.
Proof. Let π : X -* Υ be a quotient of X such that n(V)^Y. The tangent spaces to F along a smooth fiber of n\ v are all contained in a fixed hyperplane, hence general fibers of n\ v have dimension ^ k by prop. 1.1. D The converse is not true, s the construction sketched below shows, but a partial converse will be obtained in 2.3. Roughly speaking, if F is a quotient of X, and if the image PF of F in F is not F, fc-geometrical non-degeneracy requires that the general fibers of F -> W be of dimension ^ k, whereas fc-ampleness of the normal b ndle requires that every fiber of F -» W be of dimension ^ k.
Let L E be an ample line b ndle on an elliptic curve E, with linearly independent sections s l9 s 2 defining a morphism E -> P 1 with ramification points (e l9 1),..., (e 4 ,1) 6 P 1 . Let L Y be an ample line b ndle on a simple abelian variety F of dimension |> 3, with linearly independent sections t l9 t 2 , t 3 such that div(> 3 ), F = div^) n div(f 2 ) n div(f 3 ) and div(e t t l + t 2 ) ndiv(i 3 ) are smooth for i = l,..., 4 (such a configuration can be constructed using results from [D2] ). Set X = E* Υ and define a subvariety F of X by the equations s t t l + s 2 1 2 = t 3 = 0; then F is smooth of codimension 2, geometrically non-degenerate, but its normal b ndle is not ample (for all eeE and /eF, one has r (ej/) Fc T e E® 7}(div(f 3 ))), only 1-ample (cor. 2.3). Proposition 1.4. Let Xbe an abelian variety andlet V and Wbe irreducible subvarieties ofX. Define a morphism φ: V r χ W-* X r by φ (ν^..., v r 
Proof. Assume first rdim(F) -l· dim(JF) -k ^ r dim(^). Let π : X -+ XIK be a quotient of X. I claim that rdimTt(F) + dimn(W) ^ rdim(X/K). If π(Κ) = Χ/K, this is obvious; otherwise, we have dimTr(F) ^ dim(F) -fc 0 , where k 0 = min(fc, dim(^)), hence rdimTr(F) + dimTt(^) ^ r(dim(F) -* 0 ) + dim(FF) -dî rdim(JT) + k -rk 0 -dim (K) It follows that (F,..., F, W) (where F is repeated r times) fills up X in the sense of [Dl] , (1.10); th. 2.1 of loc.cit. then implies that φ is onto.
Assume now s « rcodim(F) -dim(FF) + k > 0; let C be an irreducible curve in X that generates X. Let W be the sum of W and s copies of C; then rdim(F) + dim(JF') -fc = rdim(JT) and the first case shows that the sum of the Image of φ and s curves is X r . The proposition follows. α
We obtain a nice eharacterization of fc-geometrically non-degenerate varieties.
Coroilary 1.5. An irreducible subvariety F of an abelian variety X is k-geometrically non-degenerate if and only ifit meets any subvariety of X of dimension ^ codim(F) + k.
Proof. Assume that F meets any subvariety of X of dimension ^ codim(F) + k and let π :
Conversely, assume F is fc-geometrically non-degenerate; let W be an irreducible subvariety of X of dimension ^ codim(F) + k. Proposition 1.4 shows that V-W-X, hence F meets FF. D
A Fulton-Hansen-type result
Fulton and Hansen proved in [FH] (cf. also [FL1] , [ZI] , [Z 2]) a beautiful result that relates the dimension of the tangent variety and that of the secant variety of a subvariety of a projective space. We prove an analogous result for a subvariety of an abelian variety.
Let X be an abelian variety and let F be a variety with a morphism/: Theorem 2,1, Lei X be an abelian varieiy and let V be an irreducible projective variety with a morphism f:V~+X.LetSbea complete irreducible subvariety of V along which f is weakly unramified. Then dim T (V, S) = dim(/(F) -/(S)) -1.
We begin with a lemma.
Lemma 2.2. Let C be an irreducible projective curve with a morphism g:C -+ X such that g(C) is a smooth curve through the origin. Assume that g is unramified at some point c 0 € C with g(c 0 ) = 0 and that PT 0 g(C) φ T (V, S) . The morphism h:
One can prove that T(Fx C, 5x {c 0 }) is actually equal to the cone.
Proof. Let Γ be a smooth irreducible curve, let y 0 be a point on Γ and let be a morphism with q(y 0 ) = (i 0 , c 0 , s 0 ). We need to prove that q (Γ) <=: A' s , where since A s is a connected component of V x x 5, it suffices to show that q 2 is constant. Suppose the contrary; then (q l9 q 3 ) lifts to a morphism q i3 : Γ -» Ϋ and g to a morphism g:C~+Y.
Since p(0 l5 ^3) = g^2, one has pq l3 = g? 2 hence g(c 0 ) = ρ(?ι 3 (?ο)) e T (V, S) . This contradicts the hypothesis since £(c 0 ) is the point PT 0 g(C) of PT 0 X. This proves the first part of the lemma.
The second part is similar: let Z -* (Fx C) x S be the blow-up of (Fx C) x^S, let Γ be a smooth irreducible curve with a point y 0 € Γ and let £ : Γ -> 2 be a morphism such that q (y 0 ) is in the exceptional divisor above A' s . Write q = aq ~ (q i9 q 2 , # 3 ) and keep the same notation as above. Then pq(F) is contained in the surface pq i3 (r) -g(C) hence pq(y 0 ) belongs to the line in ΡΓ 0 Zthrough p(q l3 (y 0 )) and|(c 0 ) = PT Q g(C). This proves the lemma. D Proof of the theorem. We proceed by induction on the codimension of /( F) -/(S 1 ). Assume /(F) -f(S) = X; if T(V,S)*PT 0 X 9 pick a point M^T(F,5) and a smooth projective curve C' in X tangent to u at 0, and such that the restriction induces an injection Pic°(JSQ -» Pic°(C'). Let C be a smooth curve with a connected ramified double cover g : C -» C' unramified at a point c 0 above 0; the map Pic°(C') -> Pic°(C) induced by g is injective.
Since p is surjective, C' generates Jlfand C is smooth, th. 3.6 of [Dl] implies that (Fx 5) x* C is connected. If h : FX C ~» JT is defined by h(v, c) **f(v) -g(c), it follows that (Fx C) x^S is also connected. On the other hand, the lemma implies that the set {(s, c 9 s)\seS} is a connected component of, hence is equal to, (Fx €)χ^5. It follows that A~l(/(S)) « Sx {c g }. Smc$g~l(Q) eonsists of 2 distinct points, this is absurd, hence T (V, S) a ΡΓ 0 JT and the theorem holds in this case, Asstime now/(F) -/(S) Φ X. Take a curve C" s above; by the lemma, the morphism /' : Fx C ~» X defined by /'(t?, c') =/(i?) + e' is weakly unramified along Sx {0}, and C', Sx {0}) <; dimT(K S) 4-1. It follows from the induction hypothesis that dimTXF, S) * dim(/(F) + C -/(S)) -2 = dim(/(F) -/(S)) -l , which proves the theorem.
The following corollary provides a partial converse to prop. 1.3. It should be noted that the corollary also follows from the main result of [Z 3] (cor, 1), whose proof is unfortunately so sketchy (to say the least) that I could not understand it. The first inequality of the corollary follows from th. 2.1, and the second from prop. 1.4. D
CoroBary 2.4. Let X be an abelian variety and let V be an irreducible projective variety with a morphism f:V-*X. Let L be a linear subspace of T Q X and let S be a complete irreducible subvariety of

Applications to the Gauss map
We keep the same setting: X is an abelian variety and F an irreducible projective variety of dimension d with a morphism /: F-» X. Let F° be the open set of smooth points of F at which / is unramified; define the Gauss map y : F° -» G(d, T Q X) by y ( v ) =/*(^ · The following result was first proved by Ran ([R2] ), and by Abramovich ( [A] ) in all charaeteristics.
Proposition 3.1. Let X be an abelian variety and let F be an irreducible projective variety with a morphism f: V -+ X. IfS is a complete irreducible variety contained in afiber of the Gauss map, /(F) is stähle by translation by the abelian variety generated by f(S). In particular, the Gauss map of a smooth projective subvariety of X invariant by translation by no non-zero abelian subvariety of X is finite.
Proof. Under the hypothesis of the proposition, T( F, S) has dimension dim ( F) -l ; th. 2.1 implies that /(F) -/(S)is a translate of/(F), hence the proposition. Proof. If Q is the universal quotient b ndle 00 G(d, T 0 X) 9 the pull-baek y*(g) is isomorphic to the normal b ndle f*TX/TV, hence is ample. It follows from [FL2] that for each Schubert variety Σ λ of codimension m in G(d, T 0 X) and each irreducible subvariety S of V of dimension m, one has J 7 * [Σ λ ] > 0. Now the class of any irreducible subvariety s Z of G(d 9 T 0 X) of codimension m is a linear combination with non-negative coefficients (not all zero) of the Schubert classes; this implies J γ * [Z] > 0, hence S n γ ~1 (Ζ) Φ 0. α s Regarding the Gauss map of a smooth subvariety of an abelian variety, Sommese and Van de Ven also proved in [SV] a strong result for higher relative homotopy groups of pullbacks of smooth subvarieties of the Grassmannian.
A Barth-Lefschetz-type result
Sommese has obtained very complete results on the homotopy groups of smooth subvarieties of an abelian variety. For example, he proved in [S 2 ] that if V is a smooth subvariety of dimension d of an abelian variety X, with fc-ample normal b ndle, n q (X> V) β 0 for q jS 2d'-n -k + i. For arbitrary subvarieties, we have the following: Proof. The case k = 0 is cor. 4.2 of [Dl] . The general case is similar, since the hypothesis implies that the pair (F, V) satisfies condition (*) of [Dl] . D Going back to smooth subvarieties, I will give an elementary proof of (a slight improvement of ) the cohomological Version of Sommese's theorem, based on the following vanishing theorem ( [LP] ) and the ideas of [SZ] .
Vanishing theorem 4.2 (Le Potier, Sommese). Lei Ehe a k-ample rank r vector b ndle on a smooth irreducible projective variety V of dimension d. Then
= 0 for p+q^d-r-k.
Recall also the following elementary lemma from [SZ] : Since N^^is fc r ample, the case y = 0 follows from Le Potier's theorem. For k J> l, tensor the exact sequence 0 -> s'N* -* SJ^N*® Ω χιν -+ ..· -> Ω£ |κ -> Q{,-+ 0 by Aj* ® Ja?"" 1 . Since Ω^ is trivial, the induction hypothesis and the lemma give H q (V, S j N* (g) Nf <g> J5?" 1 ) H q~j (V, Q j v ® Λ? ® Ja?" 1 ) , and this group vanishes ϊοτ q^d-r i -k i by Le Potier's theorem. D
We are now ready to prove our version of Sommese's result.
, Theorem 4.5. Lei V be a smooth irreducible subvariety of dimension d of an abelian n-fold X. Assume t hat its normal b ndle is a direct sum @N^ where N t is k r ample ofrank r.. Then:
(a) H q (X, V;C) = 0 for q ^ d-maxfo + k t ) + 1;
(b) for all nonzero elements P o/Pic°(F), the cohomology groups H q (V, P) vanishfor q^dmax (r { + kj.
Remarks 4.6. (1) It is likely that (a) should hold for cohomology with integral coefficients.
(2) If the normal b ndle is fc-ample, we get H q (X, V; C) = 0 for q ^ 2d-n -k + 1. If the normal b ndle is a sum of ample line bundles, H q (X, V\ C) = 0 for q <; d\ in particular, the restriction H Q (X, Ωχ) -» H° (V, Qy) is injective and V is non-degenerate in the sense of [Rl] , II, hence also geometrically non-degenerate.
(3) By [GL] , H q (V,P)^Q for P outside of a subset of codimension ^d-q of Pic°(F). By [S] , this subset is a union of translates of abelian subvarieties of X by torsion points.
Proof of the theorem. For (a), it is enough by Hodge theory to study the maps > H* (V, fli, K ) ^U H' (V 9 Oir) .
Since Ω{ is trivial, we only need to look at φ : Η^Χ,Φχ) -> Η'(ν 9 0 ν ) and ψ. We begin with ψ. We may assume j > 0. Let Mj be the kernel of the surjection
Ω^ν -* f -> 0 .
The long exact sequence of th. 4.4 gives 0 .* ^'JV* -» S^1^* (g) i2i K -*···-* JV* ® Ο^κ 1 -^ Jlfj -* 0 .
The lemma and the theorem then yield H\V, M) & H l + jl (V 9 S* N*) * 0 for ι + j -l <ί rf -max (fc f + r,·), sincey > 0. This implies that φ has the required properties.
For ι = 0, the map ψ is H Q (X, Ω{) -> H° (V, f) . By Hodge symmetry, this proves that φ also has the required properties, hence the first point.
For (b), we may assume d -max(fc { + r t ) ^ l, in which case the first point implies Pic°(Jf) Pic°(F). Let Pe Pic°(JT) be non-zero; the same proof s above yields >P |F ) = 0 for q^d-The theorem follows from the existence of an anti-linear isomorphism ([OL]). α I will end this section with an amusing consequence of th. 4.5. If C is a curve in an abelian variety X, write Q for the subvariety C+ · · · 4-C (d times) of X. Recall that if C is general of genus n and d<n, the singular locus of C d = W d (C} in the Jacobian JC has dimension 2d -n -2.
Proposition 4.7. Let X be an abelian variety of dimension n and let C be a smooth irreducible curve in X. Assume that C generates X and that its Gauss map is birational onto its image. For d< n, the singular locus ofC d has dimension ^ 2 d -n -l unless X is isomorphic to the Jacobian of C and C is canonically embedded in X.
Proof. Let γ : C reg -> P T 0 X be the Gauss map and let π : C (d) -*> C d be the sum map. The image of the diflerential of π at the point (c t · · · · · c d ) is the linear subspace of Γ 0 Χ generated by y(c^9 ...,y(c d ). Since C generates X, the curve y(C) is non-degenerate; it follows that for c l9 ... 9 c d general, the points yO^), ...,y(c d ) span a (d -l)-plane whose intersection with the curve y (C) consists only of these points. Thus π is birational. Moreover, if χ β c i + ·-+c d is smooth on Q, then y(c t )6i*(T x C d )ny(C) hence π" 1^) is finite. By Zariski's main theorem, π induces an isomorphism between rc'KiQXeg) an d (Q)r eg · Let s be the dimension of the singular locus of C d and assume -l ^s^2d-n -2. Let L be a very ample line b ndle on X; the intersection W of C d with (s +1) general elements of \L\ is smooth of dimension Ξ> 2 and contained in (Q) reg . If H is a hyperplane in T Q X and * -Cj + ··· + c d € W, the inclusion T x C d c:H implies y(q) ePHny(C); the restriction of #Q/# to JF is ample by prop. 1.1. Since N WfX is the direct sum of this restriction and of (s +1) copies of £, the restriction H 1 (X 9 Θ χ ) -> H 1 (W, O w ) is bijective by th. 4.5. n the other hand, the line b ndle n*L is nef and big on C (d \ hence the Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing theorem ( [K] , [V] ) implies Since H l (C, 0 C ) H l (C (d \ 0 c(d) ) ( [M] ), we get A 1 (C, 0 C ) ^ A 1 (JT, 0*) and there must be equality because C generates JSf. Thus, the inclusion CaX factors through an isogeny 4>:JC-+X. Since π is birational, the inverse image φ ~i (Q) is the union of deg(</>) translates of H£(C). But any two translates of W d (C} meet along a locus of dimension ;> 2d -n > j, hence 0 is an isomorphism. α
